
Shell International is embarking  
on a 10-year, one billion dollar  
market expansion in Mexico.
The fuel company wanted to find a loyalty solution 
that integrated seamlessly with their Fuel Rewards® 
program as part of the full-scale expansion. Shell chose 
SnowShoe as its loyalty partner because of the unique 
experience and security of Spark™ technology. 

As of 2020, Shell has opened 200 new service stations in 
Mexico. Working with the team at SnowShoe, Shell places 
Spark Stamps at each new location, allowing customers 
to collect fuel points and redeem rewards right from 
their mobile devices.

Shell Increases Customer Visits with Spark Stamp™
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CASE STUDY

Stamps Make it Easy for Customers  
to Collect Points
Rather than entering a member ID or swiping their 
loyalty cards at the pump, customers use the Fuel 
Rewards app on their phones. A simple touch of a 
customer’s phone to the mounted Stamp activates 
instant fuel savings. Once the Stamp confirms the 
rewards customer within Shell’s system, it triggers the 
pump to adjust the gas price.

There are no batteries, wires, or other embedded electronics. A normal in-hand touch uses the human 
body as an electrical conductor, the metallic mass of the gas pump provides the energy for the interaction.



The Spark Stamp™ Program Incentivizes  
While Returning Customer Data

Shell Uses the Program to Incentivize Premium 
Fuel Purchases
Different point levels are rewarded for: 

• Regular gas
• V-Power gas
• Lubricants 
• C-Store purchases

SnowShoe’s Dashboard Returns Valuable 
Purchase Data
The Fuel Rewards app tracks Stamp activities and 
rewards, including: 

• Day and time
• Location
• Purchase details
• User frequency

Over 88% of Customers Said They Enjoyed the Stamp Experience!
Since integrating the Spark Stamp loyalty solution, Shell’s Fuel Rewards program has seen a lift  
in customer loyalty and positive responses from consumers, staff and industry leaders.

• Increased frequency of visits
• Upgrades in fuel selection
• Employees appreciated ease of use and value from customer interactions 
• Impressive speed to market with integration
• Shell seen as an innovator
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Email: info@snow.sh
Tel: 503-713-5644
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